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Contributors’ Notes
cole becher was a sergeant in a Marine Corps Combat Engineer Battalion.
He served in Habbaniyah, Iraq, in 2008, and has bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in English. He misses a world without cell phones, reality TV, and
Kardashian-esque anything. He does not miss officers, drill, or dust storms.
guy r. beining published four chapbooks in 2011: Nozzle 1-36 (Presa Press),
Take Me over the Wheel of It (Moon Press), Out of the Woods into the Sun (Kamini
Press), and Measurements of Night III (CC. Marimbo Press). His work has
recently appeared in Slab, A cappella Zoo, Fourteen Hills, Illuminations, and Skid
Row/Penthouse.
nathan bradley is an active-duty Army officer and Afghanistan war veteran.
His work has previously appeared on McSweeney’s Internet Tendency.
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raymond fleischmann’s short stories have appeared in journals such as River
Styx, Silk Road, and The Pinch. He received his mfa from Ohio State University,
where he completed a collection of short fiction. He is now at work on a
novel.
héctor germán oesterheld (born July 23, 1919; disappeared and presumed
dead 1977) was an Argentinian journalist and comics writer. Considered the
most important Latin American comics writer, he is best known as the creator of The Eternonaut. Oesterheld’s work took on increasingly political tones
in the 1960s and 1970s, and he and his four daughters (two of whom were
pregnant at the time) were arrested by the Argentinian military government.
There is no information about what happened to them, but they are all presumed dead. The Eternonaut was published in Hora Cero, edited by Oesterheld,
in weekly installments beginning in 1957.
brian henry is the author of ten books of poetry, most recently Brother No
One (Salt Publishing, 2013). His translation of Aleš šteger’s The Book of Things
appeared from boa Editions in 2010 and won the 2011 Best Translated Book
Award for Poetry. He has received numerous awards for his work, includ-

ing fellowships from the nea, the Howard Foundation, and the Slovenian
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

terry hertzler has worked as a writer, editor, and teacher for more than
thirty years. His poetry and short stories have appeared in The Writer, North
American Review, Margie, Literal Latté, Nimrod, and Stand Up Poetry: An Expanded
Anthology, and have been produced on stage and for radio and television. He
has published numerous chapbooks as well as two books of poetry and short
fiction: The Way of the Snake and Second Skin. He has been nominated twice for
a Pushcart Prize.
brock michael jones will graduate in 2013 from the University of Wyoming’s
Creative Writing mfa program. He served three tours of duty in Iraq.
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o.a. lindsey’s writing has appeared in the Harper Perennial anthology Forty
Stories; Fourteen Hills; Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art; and Yalobusha
Review. Lindsey studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the
University of Mississippi and is a combat veteran.
hugh martin is a veteran of the Iraq War. His chapbook, So, How Was the War
(Kent State University Press, 2010), was published by the Wick Poetry Center,
and his first book, The Stick Soldiers, just out from boa Editions, won the 2011
A. Poulin Jr. Prize. He is a Stegner Fellow at Stanford University.
erica mena is a poet and translator. She holds an mfa in translation from the
University of Iowa and is an mfa candidate in poetry at Brown University.
Her translations have appeared in Words without Borders, Two Lines, Kenyon
Review, and PEN America, among others. She is the founding editor of
Anomalous Press.
chinelo okparanta’s work has appeared or is forthcoming in Granta, Kenyon
Review, Conjunctions, and the Southern Review. “Designs” is from her forthcoming collection, Runs Girl and Other Stories.
rochelle owens has published eighteen collections of poetry and plays, the
newest being Solitary Workwoman (Junction Press) and Out of Ur: New and
Selected Poems 1961–2012 (Shearsman Books).
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usman rafi was born in Pakistan. He is a medical doctor by education (who
refuses to treat anyone, including himself), an entrepreneur by profession
(still searching for someone to blame his failures on), and an aspiring writer
by default (something to do with evolution and a faulty operating system, or
so he claims). He lives in Pakistan with his family and is currently working on
a novel and other stories. Note: any writer can contact him for no valid reason.
nell regan is a Dublin-based poet. Her previous collections include Preparing
for Spring and Bound for Home. She was a Fulbright Scholar in Residence at the
International Writing Program at the University of Iowa in the fall of 2011.
tony sanders has published four books of poetry, the last a collaboration
with the poet Chard deNiord. He lives in New York City.
francisco solano lópez (1928–2011) was one of the most important Latin
American illustrators of his generation. Perhaps best known in the U.S. for
his erotic comics, he illustrated a number of edgy, dark works, including
Deep City (written by Carlos Sampayo). He produced artwork for a number
of publishers in Madrid and London after fleeing from Argentina to avoid
potential arrest. These works included Galaxus: The Thing from Outer Space and
The Drowned World.
aleš šteger has published six books of poetry, a novel, and two books of
essays in Slovenian. He received the 1998 Veronika Prize, the 1999 Petrarch
Prize, and the 2007 Rozanceva Award. His work has been translated into
fourteen languages, including German, Czech, Croatian, Hungarian, and
Spanish. The Book of Things, a volume of poetry translated by Brian Henry,
appeared from boa Editions in 2010 as a Lannan Foundation selection and
won the 2011 Best Translated Book Award.
kenny tanemura is a graduate of the mfa Program in Creative Writing at
Purdue University.
philip tate lives with his family in upstate New York, where he teaches
English at Tompkins Cortland Community College.
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john teschner has coached high school basketball on the Kenyan savanna;
written award-winning stories as a reporter in northern Virginia; and
trained undergraduate creative writing students to teach at-risk middle
schoolers in Georgia. He holds an mfa in creative writing from Georgia
College and is currently a grant writer at AchieveMpls and an instructor
at Minneapolis College of Art and Design. He writes a monthly column of
essays for tropmag.com.
jonathan travelstead works as a full-time firefighter for the city of
Murphysboro, IL, while finishing his mfa at Southern Illinois University.
When not on duty, he backpacks twice each year in Central America and
Europe and works on an old dirt bike he hopes will one day get him to Peru.
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s. brady tucker’s poetry manuscript, Mormon Boy, won the 2011 Elixir Press
Editor’s Poetry Prize and was released in 2012. He is a Bread Loaf Writers’
Conference Scholar and volunteers in literacy programs for inmates and
returned combat veterans. He teaches at the University of Colorado at
Boulder and at the Lighthouse in Denver. His poetry and fiction is forthcoming or has appeared in the Antioch Review, Connecticut Review, Chautauqua, River
Styx, and elsewhere.
lindsey waterman served in the United States Army and did a twelve-month
tour of duty in Iraq in 2004. She received her bachelor’s degree in creative
writing from the University of California, Davis, in 2012.
michael white’s latest poetry collection, Vermeer in Hell, is forthcoming soon
from Persea Books.
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